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INTRODUCTION: Enzymes possess extraordinary
catalytic proficiency and specificity. These
properties ultimately derive from interactions
not just between the active-site residues and
the substrate but from functional interactions
throughout a folded enzyme. Therefore, under-
standing the origins of catalytic proficiency and
specificitywill require the ability tomakemuta-
tions throughout the protein. Traditionally, en-
zyme active sites have been characterized by
means of site-directed mutagenesis (SDM), re-
vealingmuchabout the catalytic functions of these
residues; nevertheless, SDM is low-throughput,
costly, and labor intensive. By contrast, recently
developed high-throughput mutational scann-
ing techniques assay largenumbers of sequences
but provide only coarse estimates of function,
such as the amount of product generated at a
particular time under a particular set of con-
ditions or overall organismal fitness.

RATIONALE: New technologies are needed to
overcome the limitations of current approaches
and allow deep characterization of many en-
zyme variants in a cost- and time-efficientman-
ner. To meet this challenge, we developed a
high-throughput microfluidic platform that
allows the simultaneous expression and puri-
fication of more than 1500 rationally chosen
enzymemutants inhours and allows their quan-
titative functional characterization in days. HT-
MEK (High-Throughput Microfluidic Enzyme
Kinetics) can be used with any enzyme system
that can be tagged and expressed in vitro and
has a direct or coupled fluorogenic assay.

RESULTS: As a first application of HT-MEK,
we functionally characterized 1036 single-site
mutants that contain either a glycine or valine
substitution at each position within PafA
(phosphate-irrepressible alkaline phosphatase

of Flavobacterium), a well-studied enzyme from
the alkaline phosphatase superfamily. For each
mutant, we measured Michaelis-Menten kine-
tics [apparent unimolecular rate constant (kcat),
Michaelis constant (Km), and kcat/Km] for multi-
ple substrates, inhibition constants, and effects
on folding, obtaining more than 5000 kinetic
and thermodynamic constants frommore than
670,000 total reactions. We found that most
mutations (702 of 1036) yielded statistically sig-
nificant effects on some aspect of catalysis. By
systematically and independently varying ex-
pression and assay conditions, we determined
that 232 of these mutations reduced catalysis
by promoting the formation of a long-lived, cat-
alytically inactivemisfolded state, whereas none
did so through equilibrium unfolding under
our assay conditions. Combining these func-
tional measurements with prior mechanistic
knowledge allowed us to systematically assess
the effect of eachmutation. Different groups of
residues affected different aspects of function,
with residues that affect a particular function
forming large, spatially contiguous regions
that spanned from the active site up to 20 Å
from the active site and to the enzyme surface.

CONCLUSION: HT-MEK has allowed us to un-
cover functional effects throughout PafA and
to identify the catalytic features affected by
different groups of residues. Some of these ef-
fects are readily rationalized through inspec-
tion of structural interconnections to the
active site, whereas others were nonobvious,
including large distal and surface effects and
the discovery of a long-lived misfolded state.
These results underscore the need to mea-
sure the effects of mutations on multiple ki-
netic and thermodynamic parameters across
multiple reaction conditions and thus the need
for this new technology. Because HT-MEK is
applicable to any enzyme with a direct or
coupled fluorescent readout and provides an
in-depth and quantitative analysis of mutant
space rapidly and at modest cost, it may be
the method of choice to characterize new
enzymes. In future applications, HT-MEK
can be used to dissect potential evolutionary
trajectories, determine the functional conse-
quences of human disease-associated allelic
variants, identify surfaces with nascent al-
losteric potential for rational control of cat-
alysis, and direct the adaptation of natural
and designed enzymes for new functions and
roles.▪
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Simultaneous expression, purification, and biochemical characterization of enzyme variants in a microfluidic
device makes it possible to measure Michaelis-Menten parameters and inhibition constants for more than
1500 variants in days. Mutational effects across multiple assays reveal an extensive functional architecture in which
physically contiguous residue regions extending to the enzyme surface control or alter particular aspects of catalysis.
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Systematic and extensive investigation of enzymes is needed to understand their extraordinary efficiency
and meet current challenges in medicine and engineering. We present HT-MEK (High-Throughput
Microfluidic Enzyme Kinetics), a microfluidic platform for high-throughput expression, purification, and
characterization of more than 1500 enzyme variants per experiment. For 1036 mutants of the alkaline
phosphatase PafA (phosphate-irrepressible alkaline phosphatase of Flavobacterium), we performed more
than 670,000 reactions and determined more than 5000 kinetic and physical constants for multiple
substrates and inhibitors. We uncovered extensive kinetic partitioning to a misfolded state and isolated
catalytic effects, revealing spatially contiguous regions of residues linked to particular aspects of function.
Regions included active-site proximal residues but extended to the enzyme surface, providing a map of
underlying architecture not possible to derive from existing approaches. HT-MEK has applications that
range from understanding molecular mechanisms to medicine, engineering, and design.

U
nderstanding how sequence encodes
function remains a fundamental chal-
lenge in biology. Linear chains of ami-
no acids fold into three-dimensional
protein structures that carry out the

physical and chemical tasks needed for life,
such as highly efficient and specific catalysis.
Sequence variations across organisms and
individuals confer beneficial and deleterious
effects: Variation throughout evolution cre-
ates proteins with improved or new func-
tions, but variation among individuals can
also compromise function and cause disease
(1–3). An enhanced predictive understanding
of the sequence-function landscape could have
profound impacts across biology, from en-
abling efficient protein design to improving
detection of rare allelic variants that drive
disease (4–7), but new approaches and data
are needed to attain this goal.
Understanding sequence-function relation-

ships within enzymes poses a particular chal-
lenge. Structural and biochemical studies of
enzymes have revealed the sites of substrate
binding and catalytic transformation, the resi-
dues directly involved in catalysis, and roles

for these residues. Nevertheless, residues out-
side the active site are needed for the active
site to assemble and function and for control
of function by allosteric ligands and covalent
modifications (8–10). Despite their importance,
the roles played by residues outside the active
site, which comprise the majority of amino
acids in an enzyme, remain largely unexplored.
This dearth of knowledge stems from the

nature of experimental approaches currently
available. Site-directed mutagenesis (SDM)
has traditionally been used to assess function
by means of in-depth biochemical assays that
yield kinetic and thermodynamic constants.
However, SDM is time-, resource-, and labor-
intensive, limiting investigation to a small
number of residues. By contrast, deep muta-
tional scanning (DMS) provides the ability
to assay the effects of all 20 amino acids at
every position within an enzyme (5, 11, 12).
However, DMS lacks the depth and dimen-
sionality of traditional SDM studies, typically
providing a scalar readout with an uncertain
relationship to the multiple fundamental phys-
ical constants needed to describe an enzyme’s
function.
Marrying the strengths of traditional SDM

and emerging DMS is needed to usher in a
new era of mechanistic enzymology. Here, we
present HT-MEK (High-Throughput Micro-
fluidic Enzyme Kinetics), a platform capable
of simultaneously expressing, purifying, and
characterizing more than 1500 rationally cho-
sen enzyme mutants in parallel with the depth
and precision of traditional SDM. EachHT-MEK
experiment provides 1000s of measurements
and multiple kinetic and thermodynamic con-
stants [such as the apparent unimolecular rate
constant (kcat), Michaelis constant (Km), kcat/

Km, and inhibition constant (Ki)] in days and
at low cost.
To guide HT-MEK development and dem-

onstrate its capabilities, we carried out a com-
prehensive mechanistic investigation of the
effects of mutations to every residue within
the alkaline phosphatase superfamily mem-
ber PafA (phosphate-irrepressible alkaline phos-
phatase of Flavobacterium) (Fig. 1A and fig. S1).
PafA and related phosphomonoesterases are
among the most prodigious catalysts known,
with rate enhancements of up to ~1027-fold,
providing a large dynamic range to explore
(13). We also anticipated that PafA, a secreted
enzyme, would be highly stable, potentially al-
lowing us to more deeply probe catalysis with-
out obfuscation fromglobal unfolding.We found
that 702 of the 1036mutants investigated have
substantial functional consequences, with none
arising from equilibrium unfolding. Addition-
al experiments revealed that many mutations
promote the formation of a long-lived, catalyti-
cally incompetentmisfolded state both in vitro
and in cells. The multidimensional measure-
ments provided by HT-MEK allowed us to de-
couple this misfolding from catalytic effects
and quantify mutational effects on particular
aspects of catalysis and mechanism using an
approachwe call Functional ComponentAnaly-
sis. This approach revealed spatially contiguous
regions of residues that extend from the active
site to the enzyme surface responsible for opti-
mizing particular catalytic strategies. Surface
residues with functional effects upon mutation
may compose candidate allosteric regions use-
ful for engineering rational control of catalytic
activity. The HT-MEK platform and the quan-
titative multidimensional datasets it can pro-
vide will have broad utility for future efforts to
understand catalyticmechanisms, natural var-
iation, and evolutionary trajectories and to
design enzymes with new functions.

Results
HT-MEK device and experimental pipeline

HT-MEK is built around a two-layer poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic device
with 1568 chambers and integrated pneumat-
ic valves (Fig. 1B and fig. S2) (14, 15). Each
chamber is composed of two compartments
(DNAandReaction) separated by a valve (Neck),
with adjacent chambers isolated from one
another by a second valve (Sandwich). A third
valve (Button) reversibly excludes or exposes a
circular patch of the reaction compartment
surface, enabling surface patterning for on-
chip protein immobilization and purification
(Fig. 1C) and subsequent simultaneous initia-
tion of successive on-chip reactions across the
device (Fig. 1D). Each DNA compartment of
each chamber is programmed with a specified
enzyme variant by aligning the device to a
spotted array of DNA plasmids that encode for
the expression of C-terminally enhanced green
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fluorescent protein (eGFP)–tagged variants
(fig. S3). After alignment, device surfaces are
patterned with antibodies to eGFP beneath the
Button valve and passivated with bovine serum
albumin elsewhere. All enzymes are then ex-
pressed in parallel through the introduction

of an Escherichia coli in vitro transcription-
translation system and purified by means of
capture with surface-patterned immobilized
antibody and washing (fig. S4). Production
of up to 1568 different purified enzymes takes
~10 hours, withmost steps automated. Enzymes

are immobilized under the Button valves that
protect against flow-induced loss of enzyme
during solution exchange and allow repeated
synchronous initiation of reactions.
To obtain catalytic rate parameters, we

quantify (i) the concentration of immobilized
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Fig. 1. Overview of HT-MEK and PafA. (A) (Left) Crystal structure of WT PafA
[Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID: 5TJ3] highlighting “nucleophile” (residues 77 to 89,
green) and “monoesterase” (residues 161 to 171, yellow) helices. (Right) PafA
catalytic cycle (S, phosphate monoester substrate; E–P, covalent phospho-threonine
intermediate; −OLG, alkoxide leaving group) and active site in the transition state
of monoester hydrolysis. (Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues are
as follows: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu;
M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr. In
the mutants, other amino acids were substituted at certain locations; for
example, T79S indicates that threonine at position 79 was replaced by serine.)
(B) HT-MEK microfluidic device image and schematic showing solution (Flow)
and pneumatic manifold (Control) input ports, device valves, and chambers.
(C) Schematic of on-chip enzyme expression pipeline. Dark and light gray valves
are pressurized (closed) and depressurized (open), respectively. (D) Schematic of

on-chip activity assays by using fluorogenic substrate in reaction chambers (orange).
(E) Sample images of (left) immobilized enzyme and (right) fluorogenic product
over time for WT PafA and two active-site mutants (R164A and T79S) with the
substrate cMUP. (F) Example cMUP progress curves for chambers containing wild
type and two active-site mutants and initial rate fits to these data. (G) Michaelis-
Menten fits to initial rates yield kcat, Km, and kcat/Km for cMUP. (H) (Left) On-chip
expressed concentrations for WT PafA and six active-site mutants calculated by
using eGFP calibration curves. (Middle left to right) Comparisons of on-chip (box
plots) and off-chip (gray circle) values of kcat, Km, and kcat/Km values (log10 axis) for
cMUP for seven PafA variants (table S1) and (inset) cMUP structure. K162A was
expressed at higher concentration in a later experimental tier (with higher [E]);
“skipped” refers to chambers without plasmid DNA; pink shaded region denotes
10-fold above the median apparent second-order rate constant for T79G control
chambers (supplementary materials, materials and methods).
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enzyme in each chamber, using an eGFP calib-
ration curve (fig. S5), and (ii) the amount of
product formed as a function of reaction time,
using a chamber-specific product calibration
curve (fig. S6). We then fit reaction progress
curves in each chamber to obtain initial rates
(vi) for each substrate concentration using a
custom image-processing pipeline and convert
observed rates (vi) to enzyme-normalized rate
constants according to the eGFP intensity in
each chamber and calibration curve (Fig. 1, E
and F, and figs. S7 and S8). This process—
repeated on a single device for multiple sub-
strate concentrations, multiple substrates, and
multiple inhibitors—provides the data neces-
sary to obtain Michaelis-Menten parameters
and other kinetic and thermodynamic con-
stants (Fig. 1G and fig. S7).

HT-MEK reproduces kinetic constants previously
measured with traditional assays

To demonstrate the technical capabilities of
HT-MEK, we applied it to study seven previ-
ously characterized PafA variants: wild type,
five active site mutants (T79S, N100A, R164A,
K162A, and N100A/R164A), and one mutant
lacking detectable activity (T79G, negative con-
trol) (16). Activities of wild-type (WT) PafA
and the six mutants span a broad range in
kcat (>10

4-fold), kcat/Km (>104-fold), and Km

(>102-fold) for aryl phosphate monoester hy-
drolysis, providing a stringent initial test of
HT-MEK dynamic range (table S1). Nearly all
DNA-containing chambers expressed enzyme
(>90%), and all mutants expressed at similar
levels as determined from eGFP fluorescence
(K162A was deliberately expressed at higher
concentrations in a later experimental tier,
described below) (Fig. 1H and fig. S9).
Although fluorogenic phosphate ester sub-

strates permit kinetic assays of phosphatase
activity with a high dynamic range, micro-
fluidic assays that use the commercial 4-
methylumbelliferyl phosphate ester (MUP)
were complicated by partitioning of the hydro-
phobic fluorescent product into the hydropho-
bic PDMS, which increases background and
distorts kineticmeasurements. To address this
limitation, we synthesized MUP derivatives of
similar reactivity (cMUP and a corresponding
methyl phosphodiester, MecMUP) that bear a
charged moiety on the leaving group to elimi-
nate PDMS absorption (figs. S10 to S12 and
table S1).
Accurately resolving enzymatic rates span-

ning many orders of magnitude poses techni-
cal challenges because different acquisition
times are needed at catalytic extremes (fig. S13),
and even a small concentration of contaminat-
ing fast enzyme introduced into nearby cham-
bers during fluid exchanges can obscure the true
rates for the most catalytically compromised
mutants. To address the first challenge, we ex-
pressed enzymes at two concentrations: ~1.5 nM

(for accuratemeasurement of fast enzymes) and
~15nM(to speed reactions for efficient detection
of slow enzymes) (Fig. 1H and fig. S14). To
identify regions of the device with contam-
inating enzymes from other chambers, we
interspersed chambers that were empty or
contained the inactive T79Gmutant and also
measured their apparent activity (figs. S15
and S16 and table S2). Per-device normaliza-
tions (0.4 and 1.4-fold) were used to account
for small variations in apparent activity owing
to nonspecific adsorption of mutant enzymes
to chamber walls (supplementary materials,
materials and methods). This normalization
increased precision across replicates but did
not affect conclusions (fig. S17). HT-MEK as-
says recapitulated cMUP kinetic parameters
(kcat, Km, and kcat/Km) accurately and over a
wide dynamic range (>104-fold in kcat/Km),
indicating that the device and added eGFP
tag did not alter activity (Fig. 1H and table S3).

Many mutations throughout PafA affect
phosphate monoester hydrolysis

To explore functional effects of mutations
throughout PafA, we created mutant libraries
in which we introduced two residues with
widely differing side-chain properties at each
position: (i) glycine, to ablate side chain inter-
actions and increase backbone flexibility, and
(ii) valine, to introduce a branched chain hy-
drophobe of average volume. Native valine
and glycine residues were mutated to alanine.
Nearly all of these 1052 possible mutants (1036;
98%) were successfully cloned, sequenced, ex-
pressed, and assayed with HT-MEK (fig. S18).
We first measured the catalytic effect of

each substitution on the steady-state kinetic
parameters for cMUP hydrolysis (kcat, Km, and
kcat/Km) (Fig. 2A). To facilitate efficient mea-
surement, we performed experiments in three
tiers based on reaction rates (table S2). In tier
1, we assayed devices that contained all variants
at low enzyme concentration ([E] ~ 1.5 nM),
with enzymes printed in duplicate and the
above-noted active site mutants distributed
throughout as fiducial controls. Tier 2 and 3
measurements, using higher enzyme concen-
tration ([E] ≈ 15 nM), focused successively
on the slowest variants with increasing assay
times and increasing numbers of replicates
to provide high-precision measurements of
these slower mutants. Each device was used
to measure tens of cMUP progress curves,
and all expressed variants were stable over
days, facilitating high-throughput data col-
lection. Per-experiment data reports contain
all data collected for each chamber, including
initial rate plots and fit Michaelis-Menten
curves (an example is provided in fig. S19, and
full data sets are available as data files S1 and
S2); per-mutant summaries combine data
from all experiments and include estimates of
statistical significance (Fig. 2, B and C, and fig.

S20). In total, we acquired a median of nine
and seven replicates for valine and glycine
mutants, respectively, over 16 experiments
(figs. S21 to 24 and table S2). The wealth and
precision of these data allowed us to resolve
differences across ranges of 104, 102, and 105-
fold for kcat, Km, and kcat/Km, respectively.
As expected, mutations of active-site residues

and catalytic Zn2+ ligands were highly delete-
rious, and positional effects varied for valine
and glycine (Fig. 2, D to F). Nevertheless, a
surprisingly largenumberofmutations through-
out the enzymewere deleterious, with decreases
in kcat/Km observed for 267 of the 1036 mutants
(P < 0.01). We also observed 35 mutants with
increasedactivity (fig. S21). Thesemeasurements
provide a quantitative survey of Michaelis-
Mentenkinetic constants formutations through-
out a large enzyme but do not tell us why so
many mutations alter activity.
Themost obvious explanation for thesewide-

spread effects would be destabilization leading
to a significant fraction of unfolded enzyme.
Beyond destabilization, mutations can have
other repercussions, altering the catalytic ef-
fectiveness of particular active-site residues,
reducing Zn2+ affinity at the bimetallo active
site or altering enzymatic protonation states.
The ability to efficiently measure catalytic ac-
tivity for all mutants under different assay and
expression conditions as afforded by HT-MEK
allowed us to test each of these possibilities.

Widespread mutational effects do not arise from
equilibrium unfolding

Reflecting its role as a secreted phosphatase
designed to function in harsh and variable en-
vironments, WT PafA is highly stable and re-
mains folded, as inferred fromcircular dichroism
(CD) spectra, even after exposure to 4 M urea
for 14 days (fig. S25). This stability suggests
that any individual mutation is unlikely to
substantially unfold the enzyme. To directly
test this expectation, we measured cMUP ac-
tivities in the presence of increasing concen-
trations of urea. If a variant were already
partially unfolded in the absence of urea, then
even low concentrations of added urea would
cause substantial additional unfolding (17),
proportionally lowering activity (Fig. 2G and
supplementary text S1). By contrast, we ob-
served only minor rate effects for all mutants
(six ± onefold decrease at 3 M compared with
0 M urea, ±SEM), which is considerably less
than the >109-fold decrease predicted for an
unfolding effect and consistentwith inhibition
by urea, with Ki = 2.6 M for all variants (Fig.
2H and fig. S26).
Equilibrium unfolding would also predict a

Zn2+ concentration dependence for the ob-
served rate because added or removed Zn2+

would pull the equilibrium between folded
(and Zn2+-bound) and unfolded states (Fig.
2G). Consistent with an absence of unfolding
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effects, we observed no dependence on Zn2+

concentration over a ~103-fold range (Fig. 2I
and supplementary text S1). This observation
also establishes that observed rate effects for
mutants with measurable rates do not arise
from loss of bound Zn2+ owing to lowered Zn2+

affinity. Last, mutants were unaltered in their
pH dependencies (fig. S27 and supplementary
text S1), ruling out altered protonation states
as responsible for observed kinetic effects.

A general high-throughput assay for phosphate
release and additional mutational effects
Although fluorogenic probes provide a sensi-
tive and convenientmethod for directly visual-
izing enzyme activity in kinetic assays, many
reactions lack a direct fluorogenic readout. To
allow future application ofHT-MEK to amuch
broader range of enzymes, we developed an
on-chip coupled assay inwhich inorganic phos-
phate (Pi) is detected through fluorescence em-

itted upon binding to a modified phosphate
binding protein (PBP) (Fig. 3A) (18). Calibra-
tion curves for Pi and PBP and control mea-
surements using the PafA substrate methyl
phosphate (MeP) established that this coupled
on-chip assay can detect submicromolar Pi
formation and accurately reproduce off-chip
kinetic constants (figs. S28 to S30).
Beyond their limited availability, fluoroge-

nic substrates are often more reactive than
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on cMUP kcat/Km at each position, colored by identity type of the native
residue. Arrows denote the presence and direction of measurement limits.
(E and F) Valine (E) and glycine (F) substitution effects on cMUP hydrolysis
on the PafA structure. P < 0.01 sites shown as spheres, P ≥ 0.01 and missing

sites shown as ribbons. Alternate views are provided in fig. S21. (G) Model
of equilibrium unfolding with varying urea and Zn2+. (H) Activity of mutants
relative to wild type at 50 mM cMUP as a function of urea. Red and yellow lines
show predicted dependencies if mutants were 10% unfolded in the absence
of urea, assuming m values of 4.8 and 8 kcal/mol/M (supplementary text S1).
The blue curve is the best fit of the data for m = 4.8 kcal/mol/M with fraction
unfolded (fu) at 0 M [urea] as a free parameter (fit fu = 1 × 10−10), and the
dashed gray curve is the fit competitive inhibition of WT PafA by urea (fig.
S26). (I) Normalized activity of mutants relative to wild type as a function
of [Zn2+]. Orange and red points show expected activities for Zn2+-dependent
unfolding events if mutants were 10% unfolded at 100 mM Zn2+ assuming
two or three Zn2+ binding events, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Substrates with different intrinsic reactivity reveal kinetic folding
traps. (A) Schematic illustrating real-time detection of Pi produced by MeP
hydrolysis on-chip using a fluorophore-conjugated PBP (18). (B) Reaction
coordinate diagrams schematically illustrating substrates with either chemistry
(MeP) or binding (cMUP) as the rate-limiting step. Solid arrows indicate
observable mutational effects on the chemical step, and open arrows indicate
effects that are not observable. (C) Measured kcat/Km for MeP versus kcat/Km
for cMUP for active-site mutants off-chip (blue points) and for valine and glycine
mutants. Limits in one or both directions are indicated with chevrons pointing
in the direction or quadrant of the limit. The red shaded region denotes lower
limit of detection for MeP, the solid blue line indicates predicted relationship
between kcat/Km for cMUP and MeP hydrolysis, and the dashed blue line shows
predicted relationship for enzymes with WT activity but a varying fraction
of inactive enzyme (supplementary text S2). (D) Scheme showing kinetic
partitioning between folded (active) and misfolded (kinetically trapped) enzyme
during expression. (E) Pulse-chase experiment to test for expression-dependent
misfolding by varying expression conditions while keeping reaction conditions
constant. (F) Residues with temperature-dependent activity changes shown

as spheres on the PafA structure, with active-site residues N100, K162, R164,
and T79 shown as purple sticks. (G) Histograms of the ratio of measured
activities after expression at 23° and 37°C [cMUP (kcat/Km

mutant)/(kcat/Km
WT),

23°C/37°C] (red) compared with the ratios of randomly paired replicates
expressed under standard conditions (37°C and 100 mM Zn2+; gray). (H) Residues
with expression [Zn2+]–dependent activity changes shown as spheres on the
PafA structure. (I) Histograms of the ratio of measured activities across Zn2+

concentrations [cMUP (kcat/KM
mutant)/(kcat/KM

WT), 1000 mM/10 mM Zn2+]
(blue) compared with the ratios of randomly paired replicates expressed
under standard conditions (37°C and 100 mM Zn2+; gray). (J) (Top) Native
gels for enzymes expressed by means of in vitro transcription-translation
off-chip at 23°C. All constructs appear as a single band corresponding to the
natively folded species (“N”). (Bottom) At 37°C, non-WT variants have an additional
band corresponding to the putatively misfolded (“M”) species. (K) Expression
temperature effects on-chip (in vitro) versus in E. coli (in vivo). The red line indicates
linear regression of log-transformed data with the indicated slope (values
provided in table S5). In vivo protein levels were determined from eGFP
fluorescence to estimate total expressed protein concentration.
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naturally occurring substrates, potentially
rendering binding rate–limiting and obscur-
ing mutational effects on the chemical step of
catalysis, and there is evidence for this behavior
with PafA (16). On-chip MeP hydrolysis assays,
therefore, complement thewide dynamic range
of cMUP assays by identifying modest effects
on the chemical step. Off-chip measurements
of several active-site mutants revealed a de-
crease in observed MeP activity (owing to
effects on the chemical step) without a con-
comitant change in cMUP activity, as expected
for rate-limiting cMUP binding (Fig. 3B, red
vertical arrows). Once transition-state desta-
bilizationwas sufficiently large,MeP and cMUP
reactions both slowed (Fig. 3B, blue vertical
arrows). The solid blue line in Fig. 3C is a fit to
the rate model derived from the free energy–
reaction profiles in Fig. 3B for a series of active-
site mutants (Fig. 3C, blue points; figs. S31; and
supplementary text S2) (19) and predicts the
kinetic behavior expected for the PafA glycine-
and valine-scanning library mutants.
HT-MEK kinetic measurements revealed

kcat/Km effects for almost half of the mutants
(498 of 1035 with P < 0.01) (fig. S32), but few
exhibited the predicted behavior (Fig. 3C, solid
blue line versus gray symbols). Instead, the
mutants tended to fall between the predicted
line and a diagonal line representing equally
deleterious effects on the reactions of both
substrates (Fig. 3C, blue solid and dashed lines,
respectively). Equally deleterious effects are
expected for enzymes with WT activity but
only a fraction of the enzyme in the active
configuration, with less correctly folded var-
iants further down the diagonal. Thus, ob-
served intermediate effects could represent
combinations of effects on the chemical step
and on the fraction of the mutant population
that is active.

Many mutations reduce catalysis by
altering folding

The urea, Zn2+, and pH data presented above
provided strong evidence against equilibrium
unfolding for any of the variants (Fig. 2, H and
I). We therefore considered and tested an
alternate model in which inactive enzyme re-
sulted from a nonequilibrium process: the for-
mation of long-lived misfolded proteins during
expression (Fig. 3D) (20). Because temperature
is known to affect folding efficiency (21, 22),
and because PafA binds multiple Zn2+ ions
during folding, we varied the expression tem-
perature (23° and 37°C) and Zn2+ concentra-
tion (10 and 1000 mM) from our standard
expression conditions (37°C and 100 mMZn2+).
We then measured reaction rates under iden-
tical assay conditions (23°C and 100 mM Zn2+,
our standard assay conditions), so that any
observed rate changes must arise from differ-
ences during folding that persisted over time
(Fig. 3E). Many mutations had differential ef-

fects on observed catalytic activity when ex-
pressed at 23° versus 37°C (“T-Effect”) or with
different concentrations of Zn2+ (“Zn-Effect”).
Whereas T-Effects were found predominantly
in the enzyme core, Zn-Effects were concen-
trated around the distal Zn2+ (Fig. 3, F to I, and
figs. S33 and S34). These results strongly sup-
port the presence of persistent nonequilibrium
folding effects, which have been anecdotally
observed in other systems (20, 21, 23–25). A
second prediction of the misfolding model was
also met: Variants with T- and Zn-Effects were
not systematically altered in Km under varied
expression conditions (fig. S35), as expected
under amodel of nonequilibrating states. PafA
folding thus apparently involves one or more
branchpoints sensitive to temperature and
Zn2+ that lead to active PafA or one or more
long-lived inactive states (Fig. 3D).

Altered folding pathways promote a long-lived
inactive state in vitro and in vivo

Misfolding could be an artifact of high-
throughput on-chip expression or could also
arise during standard expression in vitro and
possibly in vivo. To test for chip-induced mis-
folding effects, we selected 19 variants with
varying predicted amounts of misfolding for off-
chip expression bymeans of in vitro transcription-
translation and kinetic characterization (fig.
S36 and table S4). Activities were similar off-
and on-chip (fig. S37), suggesting that the chip
is not responsible for the observed misfolding.
Native gels and kinetic assays provided ad-

ditional support for the misfolded state. Mu-
tants predicted to misfold had an additional
band of distinct mobility when expressed at
high temperature that was not present or di-
minished when expressed at lower tempera-
ture (Fig. 3J, misfolded state “M”). Transient
treatment with thermolysin, a protease that
cleaves within exposed hydrophobic regions
that occur in unfolded ormisfolded proteins,
resulted in loss of M but not the native state
(native state “N”) (fig. S38A) (26). Neverthe-
less, despite degradation of the majority of
the protein (present as M), the total observed
enzyme activity for each mutant was un-
changed before and after degradation (fig.
S38B), indicating that M lacked substantial
activity and that N and M did not equilibrate
over the hours taken to carry out these ex-
periments. The observation that different
temperature-sensitive mutants gave the same
mobility on a native gel and similar protease
sensitivity suggests the formation of a single
misfolded state or set of states with similar
properties.
Our observation of a long-lived inactive state

raised the question of whether analogous
misfolding occurs in cells, where cellular mach-
inery can assist folding. We recombinantly ex-
pressed 21 variants in E. coli that did and did
not undergo temperature-dependent misfold-

ing in vitro (fig. S36 and table S5). Expression
in vivo was also temperature dependent, with
changes in apparent kcat/Km values for the
in vivo–expressed PafAmutants that correlated
with the change observed in vitro [coefficient
of determination (R2) = 0.38] (Fig. 3K). Tem-
perature effects were generally smaller for
in vivo–expressed mutants, suggesting that
cellular factors may partially rescue or prefer-
entially degrade themisfolded state, analogous
to cellular degradation of thermodynamically
destabilized mutants (27).
To test whether misfolding was a conse-

quence of the eGFP tag, we overexpressed a
non–eGFP-tagged variant (Y103G). We found
wild type–like activity when it was expressed
at 23°C but 260-fold less activity when it was
expressed at 37°C (table S6 and fig. S39), sug-
gesting that >99% of the 37°C-expressed en-
zyme was in the M state. CD spectra of the
purified Y103G mutant provided independ-
ent evidence for a structural alteration that
accompanied misfolding in vivo. WT PafA ex-
hibits identical CD spectra when expressed at
37° or 23°C; by contrast, the CD spectrum for
Y103G matches that of wild type when the
mutant is expressed at low temperature (23°C)
but not at higher temperature (37°C) (fig. S40),
with the observed difference at 37°C suggest-
ing loss of about one-third of PafA’s a-helical
character in M (table S7).
Together, these results suggest that cellular

folding conditions and chaperones are insuf-
ficient to prevent mutations from causing
PafA to misfold and form long-lived inactive
states in an E. coli expression strain [BL21
(DE3)]. However, the degree to which misfold-
ing is rescued likely varies between strains and
is sensitive to growth conditions and expres-
sion levels (28). A tendency to form kinetically
stable misfolded states may therefore exert a
selective pressure and influence the fitness
landscape of proteins in cells (29–33).

Dissecting the origins of observed
catalytic effects

HT-MEK assays allow us to quantify and dis-
sect the degree to which observed changes in
activity arise from changes in the amount of
expressed protein, the amount that is correctly
folded, and the catalytic efficiency of the cor-
rectly folded enzyme. Below, we isolate the
catalytic effects for our PafA variants. We then
take advantage of HT-MEK’s ability to provide
quantitative kinetic and thermodynamic con-
stants for multiple substrates and inhibitors
and use these data to probe PafA’s functional
architecture at a global level.
To remove folding effects, we compared kcat/

Km values measured for substrates with dif-
ferent rate-limiting steps (cMUP and MeP)
(Fig. 3C and supplementary text S3 and S4),
represented the datapoint for each PafA var-
iant in Fig. 3C as a superposition of a catalytic
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effect (Fig. 3C, blue solid line, defined by PafA
active site variants that do not havemisfolding
effects; fig. S41) and a misfolding effect (Fig.
3C, diagonal blue dashed line), and solved for
both (Fig. 4A and fig. S42).With this approach,
we were able to quantify catalytic effects (kcat/
Km

chem) for 946 of the 1036 variants and ob-
tain upper limits for an additional 65 (fig. S43).
Deleterious catalytic effects were found for
mutations at 161 of PafA’s 526 positions (Fig.
4B, figs. S44 and S45, and table S8). Muta-
tions at an even larger number of positions,
232, gave folding effects. The magnitude of
folding effects did not correlate with observed
eGFP fluorescence intensities, establishing
that enzyme misfolding does not influence
eGFP folding (fig. S46).
The largest catalytic effects cluster in and

around the active site, with the fraction of re-
sidues exhibiting effects diminishing with dis-
tance from the active site (Fig. 4C and table
S8). Although positions that give catalytic ef-
fects tend to cluster, the pattern is asymmetric

and complex (Fig. 4D). Many large distal ef-
fects are found surrounding the bound Zn2+

that is >15 Å from the active site (“distal Zn2+”),
suggesting that its coordination may restrain
the conformational mobility of surrounding
residues andpropagate to the active site. Never-
theless, it is difficult to rationalize catalytic
effects, especially more distal effects. To better
understand these patterns and to relate effects
to the specific mechanisms used in catalysis,
we defined functional components (FCs) from
prior mechanistic studies of PafA and other
alkaline phosphatase (AP) superfamily mem-
bers (16, 34, 35) and systematically assessed
the effect of each mutation on each FC.

FC1: Mutations disrupting O2 phosphoryl oxygen
atom interactions

Our first FC (FC1) is derived from the obser-
vation that removal of two active-site side
chains, K162 and R164, reduces monoester
hydrolysis by 105-fold but has no effect on
diester hydrolysis, rendering PafA an equally

potent phosphate mono- and diesterase (fig.
S47) (16). Because K162 and R164 interact with
the phosphoryl oxygen that is anionic in mo-
noesters but esterified in diesters (Fig. 5A, O2)
(34), we expect other residues that support the
formation of these interactions to similarly
disrupt monoester but not diester hydrolysis.
We define these effects as FC1 = Ddiester/
Dmonoester, where D = (kcat/Km)

mutant/(kcat/
Km)

WT. Although the simplest expectation is
that mutations to residues neighboring K162
and R164 will have FC1 effects, we cannot pre-
dict how large and how varied these effects
are, how far they extend, or whether there are
remote regions or surface sites that have large
effects. In addition, we cannot predict whether
residues that affect FC1 also contribute to
other catalytic mechanisms, represented as
other FCs below.
To measure diester activity on-chip and de-

termine FC1 effects, we synthesized a fluoro-
genic diester substrate suitable for HT-MEK
(MecMUP) andmeasured kcat/Km for the PafA
mutant libraries (high Km values for the non-
cognate diesterase activities preclude estima-
tion of kcat and Km separately) (fig. S48) (16).
We obtained kcat/Km values for 857 of the 1036
mutants and upper limits for an additional 178
(fig. S49, A and B), and on-chip diester rate
constants matched off-chip measurements (fig.
S49C). Because folding affects hydrolysis of
both substrates equally, we compared mea-
sured rates directly, without correcting for
folding effects (fig. S50A), allowing stronger
statistical inference (fig. S50B).
Many mutants had FC1 effects: 88 Val and

93 Gly mutations (fig. S50C), corresponding to
156 of the 494 measurable positions (of a total
of 526 positions) (Fig. 5, B to D). Seven of the
10 measurable non–active-site residues directly
contacting K162 or R164 (second-shell resi-
dues) exhibited FC1 effects (Fig. 5E; fig. S51,
A and B; and table S9A), which is consistent
with frequent second-shell effects observed
in directed evolution experiments (36–38). Of
the three active-site Zn2+ ligands with mea-
surable effects upon mutation, we observed
an FC1 effect for D38G (which accepts a hy-
drogen bond from K162) but no FC1 effect
for D352G or H353V (which do not interact
with K162 or R164). The active-site variants
T79S and N100G also had FC1 effects (tables
S9B and S10), which is consistentwith coupling
between active-site residues attributable to
shared contacts with K162 and R164 (Fig. 5E).
Although the largest effects were observed

for active-site residues and next-largest for the
second-shell residues, there was no additional
drop in effect size after the third shell; the
majority of residues with >10-fold FC1 effects
were found in the third shell and beyond (15 of
23) (fig. S51 and table S11). Four of these lie
at the enzyme surface (Fig. 5D and fig. S51),
which is consistent with the hypothesis that
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enzymes possess a reservoir of allosteric po-
tential and suggests that HT-MEK can be used
to identify regions that are potential sites for
allosteric inhibitors and drugs (39–43).
PafA has three of four nonterminal auxiliary

domains (ADs) found within the AP super-
family, referred to as ADs 2 to 4 (supplemen-
tary text S5), that sit around the universally
conserved Rossmann fold (Fig. 5F and fig. S52).
ADs 2 and 4 are present in both AP superfamily
phosphate mono- and diesterases, whereas AD
3 contains K162 and R164 and is considerably

more extensive in the monoesterases (figs. S52
and S53 and table S12). Despite these apparent
functional and evolutionary differences, FC1
effects are found in all three ADs to a similar
extent and with similar magnitudes (fig. S54
and table S13). The largest FC1 effect outside
of the active site or second shell comes from a
solvent-exposed surface residue, D473, within
AD 4 (Fig. 5F, yellow); a dramatically larger
effect for the valine substitution (>60-fold
versus less than twofold for D473G) suggests
that a change in local folding may allosteri-

cally disrupt the O2 site 20 Å away. Two
nearby residues (L434 and I451) also exhibit
>10-fold FC1 effects, and all three lie along
a three-way interface between ADs 3 and 4
and the Rossmann core domain (Fig. 5F). Fu-
ture multimutant cycle experiments (44–46)
using HT-MEK may allow testing of whether
mutations at interfaces result in more exten-
sive conformational rearrangements thanmu-
tations within a single domain and dissect the
underlying structural properties accounting
for long-range effects.
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FC2 and FC3: Effects on phosphate affinity
To provide catalysis, enzymes must bind their
transition states more strongly than their sub-
strates; otherwise, the energetic barrier for the
reaction and reaction rate would remain the
same as in solution (47, 48). Enzymesmust also
limit the binding of substrates and products to
allow sufficient turnover in the presence of
higher substrate and product concentrations
(49, 50). Ground-state destabilization has been
considered a possible mechanism for achiev-
ing this, and there is evidence for ground-state
destabilization by PafA and other AP super-
family members through electrostatic repul-
sion between the anionic nucleophile, T79 in

PafA, and the negatively charged phosphoryl
oxygens (Fig. 6A) (16, 35, 51). For PafA, mu-
tating T79 to serine increases the affinity for
Pi, the reaction’s product and a ground-state
analog, by 100-fold, whereas in E. coli AP, the
nucleophile S102G mutation increases affinity
more than 1000-fold (16, 35); the S102G mu-
tation ablates the nucleophile entirely, and the
chemically conservative T79S substitution pre-
sumably allows greater mobility, reducing elec-
trostatic repulsion (16). We therefore expect
that mutations that perturb this mechanism
will increase Pi affinity and define the second
FC, FC2, as strengthened Pi binding (Ki

mutant/
Ki

WT < 1).

Conversely, active-site residues typicallymake
both ground-state and transition-state inter-
actions, so their removal weakens binding and
diminishes catalysis, in some instances to a
similar extent (“uniform binding”) and in
others preferentially destabilizing the transi-
tion state (52–55). As expected, mutations to
the PafA active-site residues that interact with
the phosphoryl O1 andO2 oxygen atoms (N100,
K162, and R164) weaken Pi binding, but N100
and K162 mutations have much larger effects
on catalysis, indicating preferential transition-
state stabilization (fig. S55) (16). We therefore
define the third FC (FC3) as weakened Pi
binding (Ki

mutant/Ki
WT > 1).
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Fig. 6. FC2 and FC3: Mutational effects on affinity for Pi. (A) Reaction
coordinate diagram for hypothetical mutant (green) with diminished destabilization
relative to wild type (black) and schematic illustrating a model for an FC2 effect
through increased flexibility of the T79 nucleophile. (B) Median Pi inhibition curves
for wild type and two mutants with FC2 (H83G) and FC3 (A165V) effects. Colored
regions denote 99% CIs on the medians of replicatemeasurements. (C) Volcano plot
of Ki Pi effects for glycine and valine scan mutants. P < 0.01, green markers;
P ≥ 0.01, gray markers. (D) PafA structure with positions for which Ki Pi is >1.5-fold
tighter than that of wild type (at P < 0.01) shown as spheres colored by the magnitude
of the larger effect. The “nucleophile” helix (green) is largely obscured. (E) Scatter
plot of catalytic and FC2 effects (P < 0.01) colored by location. Error bars correspond

to 95% CIs determined from bootstrapping; up and down arrows indicate lower
and upper kcat/Km

chem limits, respectively; left and right arrows indicate upper and
lower Ki Pi limits. (F) PafA active-site (pink residues) and the five mutants possessing
large FC2 effects without kcat/Km

chem effects shown as spheres, corresponding to
the labeled mutants in (E). (G) Front and back views of FC2 (blue spheres) and FC3
effects (red spheres). FC2 effects are those shown in (D), and FC3 effects are shown
for P < 0.01. (H) Scatter plot of catalytic (kcat/Km

chem) and FC3 effects for mutants
with FC3 effects (P < 0.01). Gray and red points indicate significant and insignificant
kcat/Km

chem effects, respectively. Error bars correspond to 95% CIs, as in (E); red
dashed line indicates the best fit line to mutants with significant FC3 and catalytic
(kcat/Km

chem) effects, excluding active-site mutants.
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To measure inhibition constants, we quan-
tified rates of cMUP hydrolysis as a function of
Pi concentration and fit observed initial rates
to a competitive inhibition model (Fig. 6B and
fig. S56). HT-MEK–determined inhibition con-
stants agreed with previous off-chip measure-
ments (fig. S57) and are of higher precision
than kinetic constants because they are not
sensitive to uncertainties in total enzyme con-
centration or active fraction (Fig. 6C; reports
of inhibition measurements are available in
data files S1 and S2).
We uncovered 331 mutants that increased

Pi affinity (FC2) and 73 that decreased Pi af-
finity (FC3) (Fig. 6C and fig. S58). Thus, about
one-third of all mutants measurably altered
affinity, and four times as many mutations
enhanced binding as weakened it. Because it
is highly unusual to enhance function through
random variation, this observation suggests
that residues at many positions are evolution-
arily selected to prevent tight Pi binding. Mu-
tationswith ground-state destabilization effects
(FC2) were located in an extended yet spatially
contiguous region that included the helix con-
taining the T79 oxyanion (“nucleophile helix”),
the catalytic Zn2+ ions, and the distal Zn2+ site
(Fig. 6D and tables S14 and S15).
Catalytic effects (kcat/Km

chem) for mutants
with FC2 effects ranged from insignificant to
100-fold reductions (Fig. 6E and fig. S59). For
most, the catalytic effect was greater than the
FC2 effect, which is consistent with functional
roles beyond the prevention of too-tight bind-
ing. Nevertheless, fivemutants of residues that
form a spatially contiguous subregion on and
adjacent to the nucleophile helix have the
largest FC2 effects but little or no catalytic
effect (Fig. 6E and F), suggesting that these
mutations allow rearrangements to reduce
electrostatic repulsion in the presence of bound
substrate.
Mutants that weakened Pi binding (FC3 ef-

fects) were also located in a contiguous region
(Fig. 6G). The largest FC3 effects were near
active-site residues K162 and R164 and had
larger effects on catalysis (kcat/Km

chem) than
Pi binding (Fig. 6H, red, and figs. S60 to S62),
presumably reflecting the greater constraints
present in the transition state than in the
ground state (56, 57).
Comparisons of the mutational effects across

FC1 to FC3 reveal that manymutations outside
the active site preferentially affect either FC1
or FC2. Further, several preferentially alter
FC2 without dramatically altering FC1, reduc-
ing the fraction of active enzyme, or reducing
overall catalysis (fig. S63). A small number of
residues at the interface of FC2 and FC3 effects
yield either an FC2 or FC3 effect depending on
the substitution (fig. S64). The ability to selec-
tively alter particular properties through spe-
cific mutations provides a potential starting
point for attempts to engineer enzymes with

desired kinetic and thermodynamic constants
and behaviors.

FC4: Rates of phosphoenzyme hydrolysis

Linking observed mutational rate effects to
their physical and chemical origins requires
knowledge of the step that is being observed:
the rate-limiting step. Pre–steady-state ap-
proaches (such as stopped flow and rapid
quench) are the gold standard for determining
rates of individual reaction steps but do not
readily scale to large libraries. For PafA, ex-
tensive prior mechanistic knowledge allowed
us todeterminemutational effects on individual
PafA reaction steps for 992 PafA variants with-
out requiring pre–steady-state measurements.
The steady-state kinetic constant kcat/Km

can be limited by substrate binding or chem-
ical cleavage of the substrate to form the co-
valent enzyme-phosphate (E–P) species (Fig. 7A,
k1 and kchem,1 steps), and kcat can be limited by
hydrolysis of E–P (kchem,2) or dissociation of
product Pi (koff,Pi) (Fig. 7A). We deconvoluted
mutational effects on kchem,2 using measure-
ments of kcat for cMUP andKi for Pi, and these
kchem,2 effects define FC4 (supplementary text
S6). Seven mutants changed the rate-limiting
step from E–P hydrolysis to Pi release (koff,Pi <
kchem,2) (fig. S65), which is consistent with the
observation of naturally occurring alkaline
phosphatases of the AP superfamily with either
of these steps rate limiting (58).
Overall, we found 18 Val and 36Glymutants

that reduce kchem,2 (Fig. 7B and fig. S66), and
these overlap substantially with those affecting
kcat/Km

chem (table S16). In the simplest scenario,
mutations reducing kchem,2 would be a subset of
those reducing kcat/Km

chem because kcat/Km
chem

includes both a phosphoryl transfer chemical
step andanadditional step (binding). Consistent
with this expectation, mutations affect either
kcat/Km

chem alone or kcat/Km
chem and kchem,2 to a

similar or smaller extent (Fig. 7C).

Discussion

HT-MEK uses automatic valved microfluidics
to carry out high-throughput expression, puri-
fication, and comprehensive biochemical char-
acterization of enzymes at unprecedented scale
and mechanistic depth. In the future, HT-MEK
can be applied to the vast number of enzymes
whose activity can be monitored through fluo-
rescence directly or with a coupled assay. In
particular, the ability to sensitively detect Pi (18)
renders HT-MEK immediately applicable to
adenosine triphosphatases, guanosine triphos-
phatases, helicases, protein chaperones, poly-
merases (with pyrophosphatase present), and
many others.
Deleterious effects throughout the enzyme

and at the surface, with many of the largest
effects distant from the active site, mirror re-
sults obtained from DMS studies of other en-
zymes that often reveal distal effects on product

formation or organismal fitness (12, 59–61).
However, the ability of HT-MEK to provide
quantitative measurements of a battery of ki-
netic and thermodynamic parameters yields
an atlas of PafA functional “architecture” with
unprecedented detail (table S17). Regions of
residues with similar catalytic signatures ex-
tending throughout the enzyme affirm that
the enzyme beyond the active site is not a
passive, monolithic scaffold but rather con-
tributes to function in multiple ways.
Comparing patterns of mutational effects be-

tween FCs reveals that these architectural solu-
tions are idiosyncratic. For example, K162/R164,
and the T79 nucleophile, sit at the N-termini
of their respective helices, but the largest FC2
effects were on and around the nucleophile
helix, whereas FC1 effects were not similarly
distributed around themonoesterase helix. This
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zyme intermediate hydrolysis. (A) Schematic of
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pointing in limit directions (supplementary text S6).
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difference perhaps reflects a need for more
interactions to secure the nucleophile helix
against ground-state electrostatic repulsive
forces. Twice as many glycine as valine mu-
tations increased Pi binding (fig. S58), po-
tentially because side-chain ablation allows
structural rearrangements to reduce electro-
static repulsion without disrupting favor-
able binding interactions.
The need for interactions throughout the

enzyme for optimal catalysis highlights the
challenges inherent in de novo enzyme design
because it suggests that computational efforts
must consider in detail the interactions of a
prohibitively large number of residues. The de-
tailed architectural maps provided by HT-MEK
can focus computational and experimental
mutagenesis by distinguishing catalytic from
folding effects and by identifying residues
and regions that affect particular aspects of
catalysis.
The presence of a long-lived inactive popu-

lation of many PafA variants emphasizes how
different underlying (and unexpected) biophys-
ical mechanisms can compromise an enzyme’s
activity and thus the need to explicitly decouple
effects on folding and catalysis to understand
function. Analogous behavior observed for
these mutants in E. coli is consistent with se-
lective pressure to avoid misfolding in vivo
and adds to growing evidence that kinetic
factors affect stable protein expression in cells
(20, 30, 62–64). We speculate that highly stable
proteins such as PafA and other secreted en-
zymes may be more prone to forming kine-
tically trapped states.
Although PafA functional regions have super-

ficial similarities to sectors and other measures
of evolutionary covariation and coconservation
(65–69), our data report on sequence-function
relationships in ways that sequence analyses
alone cannot. On the basis of a metagenomic
alignment of 14,505 PafA-like AP superfamily
sequences (fig. S67 and supplementary text
S7), we found that observed kcat/Km values
correlate only modestly with conservation at a
given position (figs. S68 and S69). Positions at
which mutations promote misfolding tend to
be most conserved, suggesting that the largest
selective pressure at the residue level may be
related to ensuring correct folding, whereas
correlations between individual FCs and con-
servation are weak, with many large effects at
nonconserved residues (figs. S69 and S70). For
PafA, selective pressures will differ with the
available Pi at the organism’s physical location,
whether available Pi varies temporally, and
whether there is competition for Pi from other
organisms in the same ecological niche. Resi-
dues with critical roles in responding to these
adaptive pressures would be poorly conserved,
changing frequently despite being tightly linked
to survival. These results underscore the need
for in-depth functional studies to uncover the

relationships between the evolution of partic-
ular functions and conservation.
Enzymes are the targets of many therapeu-

tics, are altered in genetic diseases, serve as
tools for molecular biology, and play critical
roles in industrial processes. Its rapidity and
low cost make HT-MEK a powerful tool for
future applications across all these areas. In
basic research, the large, highly quantitative
datasets provided by HT-MEK can greatly ex-
tend and even supplant traditional SDM ap-
proaches for the initial characterization of new
enzymes and for in-depth mechanistic investi-
gation. Combined with recent advances in
gene synthesis, HT-MEK can rapidly func-
tionally characterize metagenomic variants,
providing a critically needed dimension to
phylogenetic analyses. In medicine, we anti-
cipate that HT-MEK will rapidly determine
the functional effects of human enzyme alle-
lic variants of unknown relevance identified
from sequence data and systematically id-
entify candidate allosteric surfaces within
currently “undruggable” therapeutic target
enzymes. We anticipate HT-MEK contribu-
ting to these and still more areas of basic
and applied biology, medicine, and engineering.

Materials and methods summary

A full description of materials and methods is
provided in the supplementary materials.
Briefly, we fabricated microfluidic devices
and aligned them to plasmid DNA arrays as
previously described (70–72), then connected
devices to a custom pneumatic manifold (73)
and imaged using a fully automated fluore-
scence microscope. The plasmid DNAs coded
for a set of specified PafA variants, each with a
C-terminal eGFP tag. The PafA-eGFP variants
were expressed in vitro on-chip and immobi-
lized to Button valves by means of antibodies
to eGFP (72) in parallel, before quantification
of the enzyme concentrationwithin each cham-
ber by using an eGFP standard curve. This
entire process takes ~10 hours to complete.
Before measuring kinetics of substrate hydro-
lysis for cMUP, MeP, and MecMUP, we de-
termined product standard curves for each
chamber by introducing a series of product
concentrations [cMU for cMUP and MecMUP
hydrolysis and Pi in the presence of 30 mM of
modified PBP (18) for MeP hydrolysis], imag-
ing the device after each addition. To measure
rates of hydrolysis, we flowed a single concen-
tration of substrate into the device with the
Button valves closed and then started reac-
tions by (i) closing the Sandwich valves to
isolate individual reaction chambers and (ii)
opening the Button valves to expose the im-
mobilized enzyme within each chamber to
substrate. We quantified initial rates of pro-
duct formation for each chamber by imaging
over time across the entire device and con-
verting measured intensities to product con-

centrations using standard curves. To deter-
mine kcat,Km, and kcat/Km for cMUP hydrolysis
and kcat/Km for MeP and MecMUP hydrolysis,
we quantified initial rates of product forma-
tion for a series of increasing substrate con-
centrations, scaled rates by measured enzyme
concentration, and fit to a simple Michaelis-
Menten model. For the nonfluorogenic MeP
substrate, we detected formation of Pi by per-
forming reactions in the presence of 30 mM
PBP. To determine the Ki for Pi inhibition,
we assayed rates of cMUP hydrolysis at 10 or
50 mM cMUP in the presence of increasing Pi
concentration, fit initial rates as described
above, and then fit these rates to a competitive
inhibition model. For each assay type, we car-
ried out multiple replicate experiments for
each parameter for each mutant, allowing
us to perform extensive quality control meas-
urements and determine the statistical sig-
nificance of effects.
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